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ABSTRACT 
This investigation deals with a perturbation theory for unsteady 
cavity flows in which the time-dependent part of the flow may be con-
sidered as a small perturbation superimposed on an established steady 
cavity flow of an ideal fluid, the gravity effect being neglected in this 
study. In order to make a comparison between the various existing 
steady-cavity-flow models when applied to unsteady motions, some of 
these models have been employed to evaluate the small time behavior 
of, and the initial reaction to an unsteady disturbance. Furthermore, 
the mechanism by which the cavity volume may be changed with time 
is studied and the initial hydrodynamic force resulting from such 
change is calculated. 
The second kind of unsteady cavity flow problems treated here 
is characterized by the fact that the disturbances are limited to be 
small for all time instants. Based on a systematic linearization 
with respect to the steady basic flow, a general perturbation theory 
for unsteady cavity flows is formulated. From this perturbation 
theory the generation of surface waves along the cavity boundary is 
revealed, much in the same way as the classical gravity waves in 
water, except with the centrifugal acceleration due to the curvature 
of the free-streamlines in the basic flow playing the role of an 
equivalent gravity effect. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The first solution of a problem of steady, irrotational, two-
dimensional cavitating, or wake-forming flows of an ideal fluid was 
given by Helmholtz (1) and Kirchhoff ( 2) in the eighteen- sixties. These 
pioneering works have since stimulated much interest in the subject, 
leading to the development of general methods and several mathematical 
models for dealing with such problems. In spite of such a long history 
of steady cavitating flows and its applications to enginee ring problems, 
the subject of unsteady cavitating flows has received attention only in the 
past fourteen years. Some of the difficulties involved in the latter prob-
lem can be envisaged as follows. The theoretical treatment of irrota-
tional, two-dimensional cavitating flows of an ideal fluid i usually based 
on certain proposed physical models, for example, the Kirchhoff-
Helmholtz model. If the flow is steady, the exact solution of such a prob-
lem, within the assumption of the proposed model, is usually obtained 
by using the hodograph method, since in this case a surface of constant 
pressure is also one of constant speed. This property, however, no 
longer holds valid in the case when the flow is unsteady. Consequently, 
in order to investigate some of the characteristics of unsteady cavitating 
flows, different approaches and approximations have been adopted by 
various authors. 
In 1949 von Karman (3) treated an accelerated flow normal to a 
flat plate which is held fixed in an inertial frame such that with given 
acceleration of the flow, the flow will separate from the plate to form a 
closed cavity of constant shape behind the plate, and he obtained a solution 
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which is valid only at a particular Froude number characterizing the 
acceleration. Later, Gilbarg (4) approximated the free surface of an 
unsteady cavity flow by a streamline, and obtained two types of solutions 
for a flow with finite cavity behind a symmetrical polygon (of which the 
flat plate is a special case). One type of the solutions contains a doubly 
covered cavity subregion in the flow plane, which, as pointed out by him, 
is physically unrealistic; the other type solution has a cusped cavity which, 
as pointed out by Woods ( 5), is also physically unrealistic. In order to 
remove the cusped cavity Woods ( 5) introduced a second fictitious body 
at the rear of the cavity, as in the Riabouchinsky model for steady cavita-
ting flows (6); the problem was then solved with the same approximation 
as used by Gilbarg (4), that is, the free surface of the unsteady cavity 
flow is approximated by a streamline. Recently, Yih (7) treated several 
special types of unsteady cavity flows by generalizing von harm~nts ap-
proach; and he also gave the solution of a different problem which is con-
cerned with an accelerating body, to which a finite cavity is attached, 
passing through a fluid which is otherwise at rest in an inertial frame. 
Another method of dealing with the unsteady cavity flows is by 
regarding the unsteady motion as a perturbation of an established steady 
cavity flow. With this approach Ablow and Hayes ( 8) have developed a 
perturbation theory which was later employed by Fox and Morgan ( 9) to 
investigate stability problems of some free surface flows. In this cate-
gory it may be mentioned that a somewhat different pe rturbation theory 
with further simplifying assumptions has been ap.?lied to treat several 
different problems by Woods (10), Parkin (11), Wu (12), Timman (13) 
and Geurst ( 14), (15) . . 
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It is of importance to ':lote an essential difference between the 
unsteady flows with and without a free surface. In the determination 
of the velocity field of an unsteady flow without a free surface the time 
appears only as a parameter. Therefore, the kinematics of the unsteady 
motion will not be basically different from its corresponding steady flow. 
On the other hand, for an unsteady flow with a free surface, the flow will 
depend on its previous time history because the explicit role played by the 
time enters the problem through the boundary conditions on the free sur-
face . Consequently, the unsteady motion may completely change the 
character of the flow, for example, by the creation of surface waves in 
the flow. However, when an established steady cavitating flow (basic 
flow) is given a sudden acceleration, there will be no past history of any 
time-varying disturbance at the moment of the application <of this sudden 
change. Therefore, the problem of finding the flow characteristics at 
the initial instant of the unsteady cavity flow is expected to be not any more 
complicated than that of the general unsteady flow without a free surface. 
With this formulation Gurevich (16) treated the impact problem of the 
Kirchhoff- Helmholtz flow. Wu ( 17 ), adopting the wake model as the 
basic flow, evaluated the initial time behavior of a finite cavity flow. 
The purpose of this investigation is to study the general features 
of unsteady, irrotational, two-dimensional cavity flows of an ideal fluid 
without including the gravity effect. As was mentioned in the beginning, 
the theoretical investigations of the cavity flows are based on proposed 
artificial models . It is known that in a positive range of the cavitation 
number up to moderate values of order unity the agreement between the 
existing models for steady flows may be considered very close (18). 
No comparison, however, has ever been made between these models 
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when applied to unsteady flows. Part I of this investigation is ITlainly 
devoted to ITlake a cOITlparison of the sITlall-tiITle behavior of unsteady 
cavity flows when different existing ITlodels are used to describe the 
basic flow. FurtherITlore, Part I includes an evaluation of the initial 
effect of reITloving fluid at infinity on an existing steady cavity flow. 
For cavity flows of an incoITlpressible liquid surrounding a vapor 
cavity, it is obvious that, when the cavity voluITle changes, the conserva-
tion of ITlass and conservation of voluITle of the entire flow becoITle in-
cOITlpatible because of the difference in the density of these two phases. 
Consequently, any variation of the cavity voluITle ITlust COITle froITl a 
source distribution in the flow with its net strength depending on the 
tiITle rate -of change of the cavity voluITle. For siITlpli city we -as SUITle 
that the change in cavity voluITle is affected by a source or sink located 
at the point of infinity. A direct consequence of this source with a tiITle-
varying strength in a two - diITlensional flow of infinite extent is that it 
generates a pressure field with is logarithITlically singular at infinite 
distances . Such a flow requires an infinite aITlount of energy to be 
created. In reality , however, the flow is usually finite in extent and 
never two-diITlensional in the large. What forITlulation, or which ITlodel, 
then, gives a good approxiITlation to account for the change in the cavity 
voluITle? A part of this work in Part I is devoted to clarify this 
question. 
In the previous works on the unsteady cavity flows the assuITlp -
tion has usually been introduced that the free surface of the cavity ITlay 
be approxiITlated by a streaITlline in order to avoid SOITle ITlatheITlatical 
difficulties, and it is hoped that such an approxiITlation will give a 
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satisfactory result, at least for slowly va r ying flows. Based on such an 
approximation the resulting flow has been interpreted ( 1 0) to contain the 
effect that an unsteady disturbance applied on the solid body will pro -
duce two vortex sheets l e aving the separation points and propagating 
downstream on the free surface of the cavity with a velocity equal to 
that of the free stream of the basic flow. In Part II of the present work 
the formulation of a r igorous pe r turbation theory is presented, which is 
based on a systematic linearization and without assuming that the dis -
placed free su r face of the cavity be approxi mated b y a streamline . 
F r om the gene ral fo r mulation it is seen that the unsteady motion of the 
solid body produces in general a free surface wave propagating a l ong 
the cavity boundary, much the same as the gravity waves generated b y 
a floating body in oscillation. The centrifugal force due to the curva-
ture of the free sur face in the basic flow now plays the role of an 
equivalent gravity in the classical wate r wave problem. In this sense, 
the unsteady cavity flows are similar in nature to the radiation of 
gravity waves over a flat water surface, onl y now in a much mo r e com-
plex form since the cent r ifugal acceleration varies along the cavity 
surface . Such a wave phenomenon cannot be found in the formulation 
obtained by adopting the streamline -approximation mentioned previously . 
Also, in Part II, a simple illustration of this theory will be ca rried out 
for the surface waves over a hollow vortex . 
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PART 1. SMALL-TIME BEHAVIOR OF UNSTEADY CAVITY FLOWS 
1. General Fonnulation 
To fix ideas, we suppose that for the time t < 0, a steady two-
dimensional cavity flow past a solid body has been established, the solu -
tion of which is assumed to be given, or can be determined with the aid of 
some cavity flow models. Suppose now the solid body to which the cavity 
is attached is given for t> 0 a sudden accelerated motion; the problem 
is to evaluate the small -time behavior of the resultant unsteady cavity 
flow. 
In general, the motion of the rigid boundary may consist of a 
translation and a rotation. L et (x , y ) be a point on the rigid surface 
o 0 
S (x , y ) = 0 in the basic steady flow, and let it be di splaced in time t 
o 0 0 
to the position (x, y) with translational velocity (V (t), V (t» and 
1 2 
angular velocity w{t). In terms of the complex variable z = x + iy and 
V{t) = V + iV, the motion of z may be written 
1 2 
dz 
dt = V (t) + i c.Ht) z: . (l ) 
We shall assumed that the acceleration d Z z/dtl. is continuous at t = 0 
so that for small positive t, V and w may be expanded in power series 
of t, starting with the linear term as 
( 2) 
where c = a + i b , a ,b and w being real constants. It then 
n n n n n n 
follows that for small t, 
7 
z ( 3) 
The displaced surface will be denoted by S(x, y, t) = 0. In fact, we have 
regarding equation 1 as to provide the canonical transformation 
x =x (x, y, t), y =y (x, y,t ). 
o 0 0 0 
From the nature of the body motion it also follows that the complex 
velocity potential of the flow 
(5) 
will assume for small t the expansion 
." ( 6) 
where f (z) = cp (x, y) + il/J (x, y), n = 0, 1, 2, 
n n n 
and f (z) is the 
o 
complex velocity potential of the basic flow. 
be called the initial acceleration potential. 
The function cp (x, y) may 
1 
While l/J gives the stream-
o 
line s of the basic flow, the function l/J for n > 1, being complex con -
n 
jugate of cp , are introduced so that f (z) are analytic functions of z. 
n n 
The velocity components are, as usual, 
0& rKE"I~ItF = (J'f., , V('f.. , ) , t) (7a) 
We shall introduce the complex velocity w = u - IV, and 
w = acp / ax - i acp / ay. Then f rom equation 6 
n n n 
wo.,t) I t' w.ct) + tW,Cl) + l W,Cll + ....... . (7b) 
Similarly the pressure p(x, y, t) may be assumed to possess 
8 
the expansion 
where Po denotes the pressure field of the basic flow, PI the impulsive 
pressure due to the sudden acceleration. Then from the Bernoulli 
equation, 
_p_ + ~pK + J.... (vl;./ = p"" +..L u' f o-t 2. t 2 (9) 
where p and U are the pressure and speed of the basic flow at infinity, 
00 
we obtain, by equating the coefficients of same powers of t, the follow-
ing relations: 
.£ + -' Es~F= P .. -t- ~ u· f 2. 0 f Z J 
... 
(10) 
and so on. 
The boundary conditions of the problem are as follows: 
(i) At the solid surface, the normal component of the flow 
velocity relative to the moving boundary must vanish. An alternative way 
of stating this condition is that the fluid particles originally on S(x, y,t)=O, 
at small time interval apart, will remain on it. That is, 
'Os _"OS -+- 7Ji2 "dS + 7]£2. dS = 0 
Dt - ~ e))<- C)i< ~~ <>0 on. S()I.,'j,t) = 0, 
which becomes, upon using equation 4 
on S(x, y, t) = O. He re the functions x (x, y, t) and y (x, y, t) can be 
o 0 
9 
written down inunediately from equation 3 by interchanging z and z , 
o 
and by changing the signs of a , b , and w, as can readily be seen 
n n n 
from equation 3. Equation 11 is in a fo rm convenient for manipulation 
s1nce as / a x and as / a y already co rrespond to the components of 
o 0 0 0 
the normal to the initial surface S (x , y ) = O. Substituting equations 3 
o 0 0 
and 6 in equation 11, expanding the various quantities about (x , y ) and 
o 0 
t = 0, and equating the coefficients of different powers of t, we obtain 
the conditions that on S (x , y ) = 0, 
o 0 0 
d&). 
arto= 0, 
a 6), 
01'1..= rt o , Ca., - wI~KF + n.· t (b, + G.), x.) 
..... 
where n 
0 
S (x , 
o 0 yo) 
= 
= 
(n , 
o 
1 
o. 
n 
o 
1. 
1S the unit outward normal to the surface 
(lZa) 
(lZb) 
(ii) There are two boundary conditions at the free surface of the 
cavity. Suppose the free surface may be expressed as 
F (", 'j , t) = ~ - h.c",t) = 0) 
then the kinematic condition that the fluid particles on the free surface 
will remain on it requires 
on. j = h. ( ><, t ) (1 3) 
We assume that for small t, h(x, t) may be expanded as 
10 
h.l)/.,t) = h..<l<) +-I:.h., (1-) + 4 t'h.,(l<) +O(t'), ( 14) 
where y = h (x) denotes the cavity boundary of the basic flow on which 
o 
d h. 
~= 
lJ. ()(, k.) 
u.. ()/., h.) 
Substituting equations 7 and 14 in equation 13, and expanding 
on y = h{x, t) about y = h (x) and t = 0, we obtain 
o 
h., = 1f. ( )(, h.) - u.. ( )/., h.) ~ ;. = 0 ) 
L h. die. h., = \5, (l<, n.) - u., (l<, .) d")< 
u 
n 
(15 ) 
and v 
n 
( 16) 
Since h =: 0, the free surface will not be displaced in the time of order 
1 
t, as should be expected. 
In the basic flow, the cavity boundary is a surface of constant 
pressure, and hence also one of constant velocity, say 
p. = Pc Iv.Q.1 = '1c on. 
so that by the Bernoulli equation, 
1c = U ( I + IS ) Y .. 
where (J is the cavitation number, defined as 
(Po<> - Pc) 
I U' Z( 
~=hKKEFEFF (17) 
( 18a) 
( 18b) 
We shall assume that the pressure in the cavity of the unsteady flow will 
be maintained at the same constant value Pc' that is 
cE"I~ I tF=c< on. j = h.(x , t). (19) 
By expanding the left side of this dynamic condition about y = h (x) and 
o 
11 
t = 0, using equations 8, 14 and 16, the following conditions result 
P, F. = 0 o n. ~=hKEz1KF _ ( 20) 
Hence froIn equation 10, 
& = 0 I on. ( 21a) 
on 
Upon diffe rentiating equation 21 a along y = h (x) and using equation 15, 
o 
it is readily seen that (\7 q.> ) - (\7 q.> ) = 0, and hence 
o 1 
on. (21 b ) 
FroIn equations 21a and 21b it therefore follows that 
.. 
(\1&.)-('1&,) =(17&.) - (\1&.) o on. ~ == t-t. (X) ( 22) 
which asserts that the perturbation velocity is norInal to the original 
cavity boundary up to the tiIne of order t 2 _ 
(iii) A t the point of infinity we require the pertu r bation velocity 
to vanish, 
as IZ/- 00 
. (2 3) 
If, i n addition to the sudden acceleration of the solid body and the 
assuInption of the constancy of the cavity pressure, a certain aInount of 
fluid is reInoved at infinity with a source strength Q t + !,. Q t2 + 
1 L. 2 
so that the cavity voluIne Inay be changed arbitrarily, then, aside froIn 
c ondition 23, we Inust iInpose additional conditions at infinity as 
n=I
J
'2 )··· · · · ·· ··/ ( 24) 
12 
where r 1S a contour around the point of infinity. However, we impose 
no boundedness condition on p at infinity since, if such Q can be 
n 
arbitrarily chosen, p (n > 1) will be logarithmically singular at infinity. 
n 
It will be seen later that, when the cavity is taken to be infinitely long 
(Helmholtz flow, corresponding to the cavitation number (1 = 0), the 
solution exists only when Q = O. Cons equently the effect of change in 
n 
cavity volume can be sought only in the case of finite cavities. However, 
the limit of the hydrodynamic forces in such case as the cavity becomes 
infinitely long, with Q held fixed, is seen to exist. 
n 
On the other hand, from Kelvin's theorem on the conservation of 
circulation, the circulation around the point of infinity cannot be changed 
in the unsteady motion for t < 00. By combining this condition with 
equation 24, we may write 
(25 ) 
This completes our formulation of the small-time perturbation theory. 
2. Solution of the Perturbed Flow 
For the moment we assume that the solution of the basic steady 
flow is given. W e note that in the basic flow the entire boundary of the 
body-cavity system belongs to a streamline, the form of which is 
known. Therefore, by the general theory of conformal mapping, it is 
always possible to find an analytic function 
( 26) 
such that it maps the entire flow region in the z-plane into the upper half 
13 
of the l;,-plane with the entire boundary of the body- cavity system mapped 
onto the entire g-axis. For simplicity, we shall make the part Ig 1 < 1 
of the real l;,-axis correspond to the wetted solid surface and the part 
Ig I> 1 correspond to the cavity boundary . 
After the transformation to the l;.-plane the boundary value prob-
lem formulated in the last section can be stated as a Hilbert problem, as 
will be shown below, the solution of which is readily attained. It is noted 
from the last section that the problems of different orders in the pertur-
bation are expressed in a similar form. That is, the normal velocities 
acp / an are given at the initial solid surface and the potentials cp are 
o
pres cribed at the unperturbed cavity boundary. It is therefore sufficient 
to treat one as the typical case. To save writing we shall denote 
f =cp +il\; by c = ~+iDyffK 
n n n 
It is convenient to introduce the analytic function 
dF 
= d)' 
dF Jz. 
az-"<3""'f ( 27) 
which is defined for 1m l;. >0. Then on the solid surface, T] = 0+, jgj< 1, 
1m. q = - o~ = - oI.1J.-L 1= '1' ("5) <lrt.. -;tn.. QJ say, 
which is known, by equations 12 and 26. Furthermore, on the cavity 
boundary, T] = 0+, 1 g 1 > 1, 
say, 
which is also known, by equation 21 . In particular, 
cp • Finally, equation 25 be corne s 
l 
dt: dz dt 
(28 ) 
(29) 
and 
( 30) 
14 
where r' IS the image of r in the I;-plane, the subscript n of Q is 
dropped to show a typi cal case. 
It is possible to transform the above boundary value problems of 
a m ixed type into a Hilbert problem by extendi ng the unknown function 
G(I;) to a sectionally analytic function, defined on the whole l;-p1ane 
(excludi ng the real I;-axis). Since., and higher terms will not be 
3 
treated explicitly here, we shall demonstrate the method by taking g , 
of equation 29 to be zero; the general case of g f ° can be carried out 
1. 
similarly. First, the function G(I;) may be continued into the lower 
half I;-plane by 
(31 ) 
'" For the case g = 0, G(s) is the analytical continuation of G{I;) through , 
the inte rval I £ I > 1. In the following, by G 2: (£) will be denoted the 
limiting values of G(Q as ,,- + 0. From equations 28, 29 and 31 
it then follows that 
for Is I < I) 
~t - ~- Z Re 41- = 0 +or I S I ;:. I 
( 32) 
The above Hilbert problem is well-known (19), its general solution can 
be written 
tor '1. > 0 ( 3 3) 
1 
where the function (I;' - 1)2 is defined on the entire I;-plane with the 
1 
branch so chosen that (I;' - 1)2 - I; as II; 1- 00, and P(I;) is an 
arbitrary Laurent's series with real coefficient s. The last term in 
15 
equation 33 is the general solution to the horrlOgeneous problem (with 
g = 0 also). The real coefficients of P(s), and hence also G(s). can 
1 
be determined uniquely, when equation 30 is satisfied and the conditions 
that the pressure is nowhere less than the cavity pressure and further is 
integrable over the rigid boundary are observed. 
In the following the above pe rturbation theory will be carried out 
for several basic steady cavity flows. 
3. Inclined Lamina in Kirchhoff Flow 
As a simple example we consider the basic flow to be tha t past a 
flat plate held at angle cr, with a cavity formation of infinite length. 
The solution of this problem is known (20) , which we si~ply cited below 
... 
for the subsequent use. The coordinate system in the z-plane and its 
conformal mapping planes are shown in figure 1. For simplicity the 
free stream velocity U and the plate length 1, are normalized to unity. 
The solution w = w (z ) can be written parametrically as 
o 0 0 
w. 
where 
I + [I-"? 
() + sec:o()< 
~inoi 
2 +0.'1 3", ( 4 + 7( :5 i n.ol ) 
The entire flow region is mapped into the upper half s-plane with the 
corresponding boundary as prescribed in the last section 
(34a) 
( 34b) 
( 34c) 
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(i. e. on T) = 0, Is 1< 1 corresponds to the plate and Is I> 1 to the 
cavity surface). The coefficient of the normal force N of the basic 
o 
flow is 
c = No 
(a) The first order solution 
(35) 
-+ 
The unit normal to the plate 1S now no = (0, -1). We suppose the 
rotation is referred to the leading edge of the plate. Then the boundary 
condition equations 12b, 21a and 23 become 
aI), = (b, + w, )(..) 
c~o 
he""e 
Oft 
,. _ - 5ecO<. 
1'51 ~ I, ( 36a) 
( 36c) 
It is noted that a , the first term of the x-component of acceleration, 
1 
drops out from condition equation 36a,implying that the acceleration of 
the plate parallel to itself has no effect on the flow up to time of order t. 
Furthermore, equation 25 cannot be satisfied unless Q = 0, n = 1,2, ... 
n 
This can be seen as follows. If Q
n 
I 0, then equation 25 implies that 
w = Q /2rrz + o( Izrl), and hence tp - (Q /2rr)log Izl, as Izl---+ 00. 
n n n n 
It follows that p will be logarithmically singular at z = 00, which con -
n 
tradicts the conditions of Pn' such as equation 20, on the undisturbed 
free boundary y = h (x) which extends to infinity. This indicates that 
o 
the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz model with an infinite cavity is not a realistic 
model for the consideration of change of cavity volume. The problem 
when Q 10 will be considered later when other finite-cavity models 
n 
17 
are adopted. 
By making use of equations 36a, 36b and 34b, equations 28 and 
29 become 
-3 
K (b,+ tIFlKKKFEjf-~· + I)Cs+su<>O, lsi"" I, 
"Re q = 0, Is/ > I , 
where x (£) is given by equation 34b, and K is given by equation 34c. 
o 
Finally, by equation 33, we obtain 
where C are real coefficients. The Laurentz series in the last term 
n 
.. 
is expanded about s = - seca(or Z ' = (0) for the convenience of applica-
tion of the boundary conditions at z = 00. The first term in equation 37 
behaves like S -2 as 1 s 1---. 00 and is regular everywhere except at 
s = + 1. Now by using equation 34b, 
dt, d~ 
w, - T)IT = ( '3 T see-rl../ dt, hE~+fF K~ K 
From equations 37 and 38 we readily see that C = 0 except for 
n 
n = -1, -2 in order that w - O' as z - 00 (or s- -seca) and w 
( 38) 
1 1 
is regular as s-oo.Furthermore, with Q = 0, as explained above, 
n 
equation 30 requires that 
Zw, -- 0 o.s ill ---'>- CX'. ( 39) 
From equation 34b, we find that as Iz 1- 00 , 
K I T ~+<f""" 
Z '" T ' (, + secrJ..)' . 
18 
Making use of this result, we readily deduce from equations 37 and 38 
that equation 39 is satisfied if, and only if,C = C = 0 also. There-
-1 -z 
fore all the coefficients C vanish, thereby the first order solution 
n 
given by equations 37 and 38 is uniquely determined . 
It may be noted that w has a singularity at the edges of the 
1 
plate, physically corresponding to a narrow spray sheet . For , with 
r. = + (1 + e), 1 e 1 < < 1, we deduce from equations 37 and 38 that as 
From the behavior of w 
I 
on the free surface (e positive small) it may 
be seen that the free surface starts to move into the cav'"ity when the 
plate accelerates into the fluid (e. g., with b < 0, w = 0), and vice versa. 
1 1 
Furthermore, it is noted that w 
I 
is of order 1 z 1-3/z for large values 
of 1 z I. Consequently it follows that there will be no net change in the 
cavity volume. 
Since the spray sheets do not produce any singular force (like 
the leading edge suct ion on a thin airfoil), the normal force acting on 
the plate can be obtained b y integrating the pressure along the plate so 
that for small t, in view of equation 3, 
= No + N, +1. k~ + o (:e) . 
The first term N is given by equation 35 . Now, from equation 10 
o 
(40a) 
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\' ' J' N, = J p, (x.,o)dx. = -t J6(, ()!..,o)dx. = -f X.<!J a:imds . 
o 0 _I 
(40b) 
By substituting the real part of equation 37 for a <p I a £ in the above 
1 
integral, the normal force coefficient may be expressed as 
("" (41a) 
where 
I I 
r __ ...L ( )(.( 3 Jd} j JT-? . "d l'..(S) ds ~bI (01.) - -n.) gf-~>D S-5"d S ) 
-I -1 
(41 b) 
r (ol) = _ ~F 1 FfKKE~FdDR (' ~K "dx.\s) ds ~"" n. ~F s-~ -as , 
-, -I 
(41 c) 
the above integrals being interpreted by their Cauchy principal values . 
In equation 41a, b 
1 
and w 
1 
.. 
are expressed in the physical units, and 
the plate length 1. and free stream velocity U are restored for com-
pleteness. The integrals in equations 4 1b and 41c cannot be expressed 
in terms of elementary functions of a; they are integrated numerically 
and the results are plotted versus a in figure 2. In particular ,we have 
r
bl 
(7r:.jd = 0 8448 , (42) 
which is the special case treated by Gurev ich (16). The quantity C N 
1 
represents the jump in the normal force coefficient due to the accelera-
tion. 
(b) The second order solution for a = TI/2, w = b = w = 0 
1 Z Z 
To facilitate investigation of the behavior of the second order 
solution, let us choose the special case: a = TI/2 (the flat plate being 
held normal to the stream) and w , b ,wall vanish. Then the bound-
1 Z Z 
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ary conditions (equations 12 c, 21a and 23) become 
on. 1. = 0 , I ~ I <: I , (43a) 
o on. f~f ,. I, (43b) 
I v~K1 -- 0 IZI-- 00. ( 43c) 
Since the component a of the acceleration parallel to the plate does 
1 
not appear in the above conditions, the flow will not be affected by it up 
to the second order terms. Now, in the limit as a--+ Tr/2, the zeroth 
order solution becomes 
I [ - I 1 l = -- 2 (1- .,) - Dgg~ + Co:S -S 
• (4+ TC ) ( 44) 
and w IS still given by equation 34a. Consequently, from equations 28 
o 
and 29 
Is 1< 1 , 
Re q = 0, 'l= 0 , 131 :;. I. 
Hence, by equation 33, 
d f, hi ( 1 
J1 = )(11 'S' J 
-I ( 45) 
in which the complementary solution is zero, as can be shown by the 
same argument given previously for <p • Carrying out the integration, 
1 
we then obtain 
[ 1 ;-1 . ~g C, + OJ ~ -<JcJ 1-') 
(46a) 
21 
(46b) 
It is readily verified that w also behaves like z3/Z for large 1 z I. 
z 
The second order normal force, by equations 40a and 10, can be 
obtained from 
1 
= f ~I ( u, E~F l{, E~F ~ - x, E~F ~~ 1 ds . 
After substituting the various terms and evaluating the resulting integral, 
we find the simple result: 
(47) 
For this special case we therefore have the normal force coefficient 
= 0.8,98 + 0 .8448 C-lb./ u<) + 0 ((ut. /.£.fl. (48) 
Thus for constant acceleration, eN has, aside from the stepwise change, 
the following behavior 
( de'l) _ 0 . err 10=0+ 
However, N may not vanish when b , w , and ware different from 
2. Z 1 Z 
zero. 
The quantity m = N /b may be called the initial induced mass 
1 1 1 
of this cavity flow. then by equation 48 
~ _ IKor~ eN. 4""24 n' 
Hel - r z.b, = o. .. ( .J<. ( 49) 
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If the flat plate had undergone an acceleration b normal to the flow 
1 
without wake formation (a postulated Dirichlet flow), then the induced 
mass would be 
(50a) 
Thus 
o. 5377 . (50b) 
This ratio is less than unity, as should be expected, since the cavitated 
side of the plate, being exposed to constant pressure, has no capacity of 
imparting kinetic energy to the exterior flow. 
4. Re-entrant Jet Model 
We proceed to consider the effect of the cavitation number (J 
(defined by equation 18) on the unsteady flow when the cavity of the basic 
flow is finite in size. An additional degree of freedom achieved in this 
type of flow problem is that the cavity volume can now be changed 
arbitrarily by prescribing a flow source at infinity. In order that basic 
steady flow is tractable to analysis, various cavity-flow models have 
been introduced, such as the Riabouchinsky model ( 6), the re-entrant 
jet model (21), the wake model proposed independently by Joukowsky(22), 
Roshko (23) and Eppler (24), and the modified wake model introduced b y 
Wu (25). In each of these flow models an artifice of some sort is intro-
duced to admit (J as a free parameter, and to replace the actual wake 
flow of a real fluid by a simplified model within the framework of an 
equivalent potential flow. It has been found that in a positive range of (J 
23 
up to moderate values of order unity, the agreement between these 
models may be considered very close (see Wu (1 8)). Furthermore, the 
validity of these models in predicting the hydrodynamic forces acting on 
the body has been supported by experimental observations. The purpose 
of the following several sections is to make a comparison between the 
resultant unsteady flows when different models are used for the basic 
cavity flow, for such a task should be of fundamental value in the study of 
unsteady cavity flows. 
For simplicity the basic flow is taken to be that past a flat plate 
held normal to the stream of unperturbed velocity U and pressure p 00 ' 
forming a finite cavity with a prescribed cavity pressure p « p ). 
c 00 
A ccording to the re-entrant jet model, the free streamlines eventually 
reverse their direction at the rear part of the cavity, forming a re-
entrant jet which disappears on another "Riemann Sheet" (see figure 3). 
Due to the as sumed symmetry of the flow, it suffice s to consider only 
the flow in the left half physical z-plane . To save writing, both the half 
plate length, 1. / 2,and the constant speed qc (see equation 18) on the 
cavity surface will be no rmalized to unity. 
It is convenient to introduce the variable 
I dz OJ crt. (51 ) 
where fo is the complex potential of the basic flow, qo is the flow 
speed, and e the flow direction to the x-axis. The part of the flow under 
consideration in the z, f , and Q -planes is shown in figure 3. By app1y-
o 
ing the S chwarz-Cristoffel transformation, the flow region can be map -
ped conformally into the upper half s-p1ane, with the point of infinity I, 
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front stagnation E , plate edge A, jet infinity B and the rear stagna-
tion C corresponding to S = 00, 0, 1, b, and c respectively. The 
required transformation is given by 
dt. _ A ,. - c 
~- 3"-b 
drL B 
<1 3' = ,(; - C)l('!-I)C5-b)] 'h 
(52) 
(53) 
where A, B are two coefficients. From the local behavior of {t at 
s = 0 and c, we find the relations 
b - I ((C-I)(C-%) . (54) 
Integrating equation 53, and by making use of equation 54, we obtain 
~ 
(c.-b)(5-I) [J ~ b' 1 
d t n. __ "--E~cK=-I=:) E==~ =-b=:) ,--+_ . b ( ; - I) + I dt-=e r= 
) «(.-b)(,-I) J 1-6 (c-I)(!-b) b(1 - 1) I 
1 
As / s /---.. 00, df / dz ---+ U = (1 + (J) 2 . From this condition and 
o 
equation 55 it results 
c3/Z (C. - 1/' 
T (c - %)3/z · 
(55) 
(56) 
Finally, by integrating equations 55 and 52 to obtain z = z( S), the co-
efficient A is determined by the unit plate length, giving 
A [K( I) - \«O)J (57a) 
where 
kC~F = (Z.c-b)Jb(l- s n' + EOC-fFgEb- ~A +Ec-tbF~inK- f 2sbb 
[ 
3 J -I %. . - 1EOb-fF~ - b 
+[b b(b-T)+C(l-b)SiYl EO~-fF+Eb - fFCc-bFs"y b-s ·(57b) 
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This cOInpletes the zeroth order solution for prescribed a . In particular, 
on the half plate, y = 0, -1 < x < 0 (or 1] = 0+, 0 < s < 1), we have 
xC's) = - [K(5J - K(o)] , 
[K(f) - K(0)1 
II b - .., '/z II [ E<:D-bFEf-~Fg/OK { [ ~F I }/.,a d X = A (. - 5 ). (c. -I )(b - '5) + I. -"l--,b::..o(-' --IKDR~F<-KK:KK1II-+ __ 
~ b-!; [CC.-b)(I-S)j;{ I b EbI-_~F J% - I 
E~- I) (b -; ) - '" 
This expression is needed for the first order solution. 
(5 8a) 
(58b) 
When a sudden acceleration of Inagnitude b is applied norInal 
1 
to the plate, the boundary conditions corresponding to equation 32 can be 
written 
~~ + 4-- . b dx for 0< S ..:::: I , (59a) = 2( 1 d¥ 
... 
.41 
~+- ~- 0 for 1<:. "3 <: b , (59b) 
~K + q- = 0 for -oo<15<oClnd b"D~<:DSMK (59c) 
The last condition (equation 59 c) expresses the assuInption that the per-
turbed flow preserves the basic flow sYInInetry about the y -axis, that is, 
v = 0 on 1] = 0, for S < 0 and S > b. The above conditions are ex-
1 
pressed in forIns different froIn equation 32. The solution, however, 
can be written down directly by applying the saIne principle. It is 
1 
obvious that H(1;.) = ((1;.-l)(1;.-b) p, defined with branch cuts froIn 
1;. = -00 to 1 and froIn b to 00 so that H -.. 1;. as 11;. 1--+ 00, 
o < arg 1;. < 1f, is a hOInogeneous solution of the present probleIn. There-
fore the general solution can be written 
G<"j ) = ( 60) 
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where dX/d; is given by equation 58b and c are arbitrary real con-
n 
stants. To determine c , we note first that the pressure must be finite 
n 
at I; = 0, hence c = 0 for n < O. 
n 
Furthermore, we note that the 
fi rst term in equation 60 is of order of 1;-2 as 11;1---"00, this implies 
that the behavior of df /dz at large distances is determined by the last 
1 
term in equation 60. By applying e quation 30 and using the symmetry 
property of the flow, we obtain c = Q /21T, C = C = 
o 1 1 2 
= 0, where 
Q is the source strength defined in equation 24. 
1 
The integral in equation 60 can be integrated explicitly. For the 
determination of hydrodynamic forces, however, only the real part of G 
on the plate (where T] = 0, 0 < ; < 1) is needed. The final result is 
Re ~ = b, [Ef -~ FE b-PFEvz r A + B (3 _ 1 + IT EP-fFrEOCI-b-wFE~- fF -cEb - gFz K 
7t. [K(I)-Kco)] l 1 ,) [PEb-~FgvD 
lo~ (b-I)5 ·db- 3 ) + 2j(b-1) 3(b-;; i _ G., [(1-'3)(6-'3)]% 
bCI-'3J J Z?T:. ' 
A, n.[ b(e-I) + ~g + If Cb' - zb -+ 2.c)( ~ -+ 6;",-1 Z-b) - }bcb-I) (b-zc) 
b J(6l) 
By using equation 40b and the symmetry property of the flow, the first 
order normal force N is given by 
I 
( 62a) 
where x{;) and R1 G are given by equations 58a and 61. The result 
can be expressed in terms of nondimensional parameters as 
CN, == +;~ig = - (lJ:) rb, -( P~Fr~I (62b) 
in which the coefficients r band r Q are functions of the cavitation 
1 1 
number (J. Analytic evaluation of the above integral is too tedious to be 
practical. The numerical computation of these coefficients has been 
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carried out with an IBM 7090, the final result is plotted versus a in 
figures 4 and 5 to show the effect of (1) the finite cavity size and ( 2) the 
change in the cavity volume. From this result several salient features 
of significance may be pointed out. 
First, it is noted that as a ---+ 0, the value of r b tends to 
1 , 
0.8448, which is the limit of Kirchhoff-Helmholt z case (see equation 42). 
For small to moderately large values of a, r b increases very slowly 
1 
with increasing a compared with the increase of the zeroth order drag 
which increases approximately with the factor (1 + a) (see, e.g., Wu 
(1 8) ). 
Another point of interest is that r Q -. 0 rather rapidly as 
1 
a -. 0, this limit being independent of Q so long as Q is finite. 
1 } 
This result shows that the effect on the drag force by removing fluid at 
infinity is insignificant when the cavity is sufficiently long . Furthermore , 
it shows that the limit of the solution as a -. 0 is non-uniform with 
respect to Q 
1 
unless Q = O. 
1 
since the solution in the Kirchhoff case does not exist 
5. Riabouchinsky I s Model 
The essential feature of the Riabouchinsky model is the introduct-
ion of an appropriate image body downstream of the real body so that the 
free boundaries of the cavity are connected by this pair of solid boundaries. 
Let us apply this model to consider the cavity flow past a flat plate set 
normal to the stream, the flow in the physical z-plane is shown in 
figure 6. Again, as in the problem stated in the previous section, the un-
perturbed velocity and pressure are U and p respectively, the cavity 
co 
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pressure is Pc' corresponding to the cavitation number (J. Also, the 
half plate length, i /2,and the constant speed q on the cavity will be 
c 
normalized to unity . Furthermore, due to the assumed symmetry, only 
the left half z - plane of the flow needs to be considered. 
For the present case it is convenient to denote by I;. the complex 
velocity potential. We further introduce an auxiliary complex variable 
T defined by 
I ( - I) T w. + w. ( 63) 
where w = dl;./dz is the hodograph plane of the basic flow . The flow 
o 
field under consideration in the z-plane and conformal mapping planes 
w 0' 1;., T , are shown in figure 6. By the as sumed symmetry of the 
flow, we may choose the potential at the front and rear stagnation points 
to be I;. = -n and n respectively, and I;.B = -m, Sn = m . We further 
define k' and k by 
k' = I T+T ' 
Then, at z = 00, we have 
""T.. = - ~ 1k' ) 
k 
,.,.... ;., - rJz _ 1<' '/') • l.x = Z (k 
The upper half T-plane is mapped into the upper half I;.-plane by the 
Schwarz-Christoffel transformation 
From the local conformal behavior of 1;.('1) at the point n, i. e. 
I;.n = m, Tn = 1, we find the relationship 
( 64) 
( 65) 
z[i{ n. 
(1+ k' ) 
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( 67) 
Let us introduce another auxiliary variable w = J.L + i v defined 
by 
w. d'S ~ aT = -, dnw ) ( 68) 
where dn w IS the Jacobian elliptic function, delta amplitude of w, 
with modulus k. In the following analysis the conventional notations for 
the elliptic functions and integrals will be used without specification and 
the modulus k will always be omitted to save writing. By substituting 
equation 68 into equation 66 it gives 
d(1.'c,J - k' 
~nKtcK1yKt 
( 69) 
From equations 68 and 69 we deduce that on both the front and the Image 
half plate -1 < x < 0, 
n r, E 'k' :$,ct<cnj< I Y- = rv' l k rt - y) + k ( I - ) / J I 
H a't ' (70) 
Evaluating the above result at J.L = K/2 , which corresponds to x = -I, 
we obtain 
rt = E - k'K + (I_kJ)i > 
1+ k' 
which completes the necessary calculation for the basic flow. 
(71 ) 
Due to the presence of the image plate, an additional assumption 
is needed for this model in the study of its small time behavior. It is 
given that at t = 0 a sudden acceleration b is applied on the f ront 
1 
plate directed in the positive y-direction . For small t > 0 the image 
plate may be assumed to move in the y-direction with speed 
30 
(72) 
where 13 is an unknown constant . To deterITline this unknown constant 
13, we shall aSSUITle that on the iITlage plate the jUITlP in the drag due to 
the suddenly applied acceleration is zero. The physical significance of 
this assuITlption ITlay be explained as follows. It has been pointed out by 
Wu (18) that the iITlage plate in the basic flow ITlay be regarded as a 
ITleans to represent the energy dissipation in the wake flow of a real 
fluid. In fact, in a fraITle of reference at rest with respect to the fluid 
at infinite, the work done by the ITloving iITlage plate is negative and 
nUITlerically equal to the work done by the real plate since the total force 
on the pair of plates vanishes. This negative work done by the iITlage 
plate therefore corresponds to the ITlechanical energy removed froITl the 
systeITl in unit tiITle as there is no other ITleans of dissipating energy in 
potential flow. Now in the unsteady ITlotion, it is conceivable that the 
rate of dissipation in the wake (of the actual flow) cannot be affected at 
sITlall tiITle. Thi s iITlplie s that the initial change of ITlOITlentUITl at the 
iITlage plate ITlust vanish. It is this physical ITleaning that underlies the 
above assuITlption. For sITlall t> 0, the boundary condition on the part 
of the g-axis + (" = ° ) corresponding to the iITlage plate can be written 
by using equation 72 as 
where G = df Idr". Or,by applying the continuation (equation 31), we 
1 
have on the part of the g-axis corresponding to the iITlage plate the con-
dition 
(73) 
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Referring to equations 32 and 73 and using equation 68, the 
boundary conditions of this problem are 
'6 (4Z) . b, cnKrE ~F 4- ++ll - = -Z L , ~ = O~g kD ~rE~F 
o 
where m and n are given by e quations 67 and 7 1 . 
Conside r the function h( 1;, ) = J I;, Z - m Z with the branch QUts from 
.. 
- 00 to - m and from m to 00, and h( s )- s as l s i-GO, 
o < arg s < K . It is obviously a homogeneous solution of the above Hilbert 
p r oblem and satisfies e q uation 31 . There, by using equation 33 t h e solu -
tion may be w r itten 
b, k' -y, 
J'CJ "5:2._ "nl.1. 
00 
where P (I;, ) = .2 
- 00 
n 
c I;, , 
n 
and c 
n 
are a r bitrary real constants. Again, 
since the pressure at s = 0 shoul d be f inite and the first term i n 
(74) 
equation 7 4 is of o r de r of I;, - z as I I;, I ......... 00 , we have, by applying condi -
tion (30)and the symmetric property of the flow, P (s ) = Q /2n. 
1 
By using 
equation 69, the variable £ in equation 7 4 can be t r ansformed into the 
variable il, giving 
32 
(75) 
After integrating par t of the above expression and some simplif i c a -
tion, we obtain 
where 
and 
= b, ~E f +I;KPgA - E f -KUFB ~ + (l-k') [(I+k'J' . k' ] } 
j( J ~ ~- v><K~ 1 ( '- ( • fk7 n. ~ - 4 n. fC~ F 
A, 
+ a l ) 
27t.J ~D- »lK 
I-k' E +k'K +(I+k') 
I:;:-v ' t. - 1"1/ (1- k')' 
" '\ + (I+ k') 
B == J.±.K pt . J..::.K + S i",-I ~ 1 
'- z.W l 2. I ... k' I + k' 
From the above r esults and equation 69 , we deduce that 
( 76a) 
( 76b) 
(76c) 
( 76d) 
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where the upper sign is used for the front plate, the lower sign for the 
image plate. In particular, when Cf = 0, the above expression reduces 
to 
for the front plate 
for the image plate, 
where - 1 1T o < (J = sin sn/-L < "4 . By applying equations 40b, 70, 77 and 66 , 
we obtain the normal force N on the front plate as 
1 
and the normal force N (in the y - direction) on the image plate as 
1 
where 
(7 8 ) 
(79) 
(8 0a) 
(8 0b) 
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(80c) 
and x{J.l) is given by equation 70. 
Now we apply the condition that on the iInage plate the change in 
the drag due to the applied acceleration is zero, it results 
or 
f~ - I, 
I, + q~ (8 l ) 
Substituting equation 81 into equation 78, we obtain the drag on the front 
plate as 
( b l I, I, Q, I J N'=r DfI~f~-qPK (82) 
This result can also be expressed in the following non-diInensional forIn: 
C N , 
N, -EKp~~Fr:I -Ee~FrC1 = ir U>). - (83a) 
where 
rbl = -4 I, Lz. rcx, 1 3 . 1,+ L" = (83b) 
The integrals I ,I and I are cOInputed nUInerically with an IBM 7090, 
1 z 3 
and the final results of r band r Q are shown in figures 4 and 5 as a 
1 1 
cOInparison with the results of other flow Inodels. It is further noted that 
as a---- 0, rb reduces to equation 42 of the K i rchhoff case and 
1 
r Q -0. 
1 
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6. A Wake Model for an Oblique Plate with a Finite Cavity 
Thus far we have considered the accelerating motion of an in-
clined plate in Kirchhoff flow, and of the finite - cavity flow past a plate 
broadwise to the stream . A pplication of eith er the re-entrant jet model 
or the Riabouchinsky model to an oblique plate with a finite cavity forma -
tion l eads to very complicated analyses. The task is considerably 
simplified, however, if we adopt a modified wake model recently pro-
posed by W u ( 25) to describe the basic steady flow . The purpose of this 
section is to determine the effect of acceleration on the hydrodynamic 
forces with the cavitation number CJ and the angle of attack ct as two 
free parameters . 
The basic flow is taken to be a uniform stream of infinite. extent 
. 
impinging on a flat plate at an incidence angle ct, to which a finite cavity 
is attached. A ccording to this modified wake model, the incoming stagna-
tion streamline branches off the plate at the leading edge A and the 
trailing edge B, forming two free streamlines A C I and BC'I which 
are assumed to become asymptotically parallel to the main flow at down -
stream infinity (see figure 7). The pressure on the parts A C and B C ' 
of the f r ee st r eamlines is assumed to take the constant cavity pressure 
Pc' and the space within the closed curve ACC 'BA is regarded to 
r epresent approximately the cavity. The space in between the f r ee 
streamlines C I and C 'I represents a crude model of the dissipating 
wake, along its boundary the uniform stream conditions are eventually 
restored at downstream infinity. The flow outside this infinite wake 
st r ip is assumed to be irrotational. The locati ons of the points C and 
C ' are determined with two assumptions; the first is that both the 
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velocity potential and the flow inclination at C and C ' are equal, and 
the second assUITlption is the so-called ''hodograph-slit condition" that 
the free streamlines CI and C 'I form a slit of undetermined shape in 
the hodograph plane. With these two additional assumptions the whole 
flow fie ld outside the wake is then completely determined. For the con-
venience of subsequent application, the solution of the basic flow is re-
produced briefly in the following. The plate length 1 and the constant 
speed q on AC and BC I are again normalized to unity. 
c 
The flow in the physical z-plane, the complex potential f -plane, 
o 
and the hodograph w -plane are shown in figure 7. 
o 
The subscript of 
will be omitted fo r simplicity. We furthe r introduce the parametric 
I;-plane defined by 
or 
.... = I ( . ,) ~ T W+W 
'iz. 
>; - E~K - I) ) 
1 
... 
w 
o 
(83a) 
(83b) 
in which the function (1;,2 _1)2 is defined with a branch cut made between 
1 
thepoints 1;=-1 and 1 so that (1;2 _1 )2---+1; as 11; 1-00 , Atthe 
point of infinity, the complex velo ci ty take 5 the value 
W -i,J, W = = Ue 
The co rresponding value of I; is 
-1/ U = (I + b) z. 
Since lmf = 0 on the entire real I;-axis, the complex potential f( l;) 
o 
can be continue d analytically into the lower-half I;-plane by 
(84) 
(85 ) 
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(86) 
Now from the asymptotic behavior of the streamlines l/J = const. near 
o 
the point S = r. , it is evident that fo must have there a simple pole. 
00 
Furthermore, from the local conformal behavior of f at f = 0, it is 
o 0 
obvious that f = OP;,-z) as /r./- 00. Therefore the solution must be of 
o 
the form 
(87a) 
where A is a real constant. Or, expressing in terms of w by equation 
83, 
Aw' 1. = (w-W)(w-W)(w-w-')(w-w-l)' 
The z-plane is determined by integration of dz/df = l/w, giving 
o 
fK~wF + ( B t (l - \AI) ( ~ IOj ( W - W J 
where the constant B is re lated to A by 
A -I [-I a. 2 ] 13=2(U - U)-siVloi. (U -tLj)-(2 cO SO< ) . 
Finally. the constant A is determined by the plate length as 
A r -I <. '1/ = (U + u) - (2. cos<i) K ) 
(87b) 
(88a) 
(88b) 
(89a) 
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For the unsteady motion we shall confine ourselves to the simple 
case of constant acceleration so that for any point z of the plate 
~~ = (a,+<b,)-\:.. (90) 
Then the boundary conditions of this problem (see e quation 32) become 
4-+ + G;- . b dz -O~ ,R e ~ for 
(91 ) 
~t - 4- = 0 for /31 "" 
where G = df Idl;,. In the fi rst condition, dz/dl;, = w- 1 df Idl;, can be 
1 0 
deduced from equations 83 and 87. 
Similar to the general solution of the problem with the bpundary 
conditions given in equation 32 , the general solution of the above 
boundary value problem, stated in equation 91, can be written 
pes) (9 2) 
1 
where the function (1;/ - 1) 2 is defined in the entire I;,-plane with branch 
cuts f rom -00 to -1 and from 1 to 00 along the s-axis so that 
1 
(1;,2.-1)2---+1;, as 11;,1---+00, for o <argl;,<1T. Thearbitra ryfunction 
P(I;,) is real on the real I;,-axis, and hence can be expanded into the 
Laurent 's series 
00 
p ( ?;) L l c,,- ("s - ~ .. t + C"- E~ - ~ ... ) >'\. J . 
n= - DO 
it is necessary to have c = 0 for 
n 
n> -2 in order that the perturbation velocity w vanishes at infinity . 
1 
Furthe r m ore, we mus t impose c = 0 for n ~ 0 if we require the 
n 
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pressure at Is 1= 00 to be finite. Finally, application of equation 30 
yields 
(93a) 
~ I (.. I/Z Q \ ( - 1 ) C_1 = - 2.7\: :sO" - I) = -~ W - W ) (93b) 
where use has been made of equations 84 and 85. 
Transforming the variable S in the above solution into w by 
equation 83, we obtain 
l. - >. 
. )' 26, '" q = 71:(\-w') ~EtI L<.)d",- r.w'-I l-W \ -w 1 - ~f + 71:.(1-'-"') (w-W)(wVJ-I) (w- W)(WW-I) 
- I 
where 
I J t. , - lA 2-
0. (W, IA..) = --;-;- . -:r;-;- . 
J ~ alA (v..-w)(\LW -I ) 
In particular, on the rigid plate, - 1 < w < l, Rl G = orp / 11; , and 
1 
1 TtzE~:wDFl b, P.vl, jEwIuKFd~ 
where (P. v.) denotes the Cauchy principal value of the integral. 
(94a) 
(94b) 
(95) 
The normal force N acting on the plate due to the acceleration is 
1 
given by 
N, 
, 
= f ( XC"") EFjFD~dw ) <>~ 7JW (96) 
-I 
where orp /o~ is given by e quation 95, and o~/Cr can be obtained from 
I 
equation 83 . As in the previous cases, we write 
(97) 
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then, from equation 96, 
I I 
rb, = ~ (PV)} x(w)dw \ ~EwIvKKg ciI- F 
-I 1 \ 
(9 8) 
r~ 1 - ~ r ~lwF I 
-I 
1 -~ 
I-'v..j I - W 1d", (W - WJCwltJ -I ) + (W - W){wW - I) . (99) 
These integrals have been computed numerically with an I B M 7090, the 
final result of r b 
1 
and r Q is shown in figures 8 and 9 for a = 750 . 
1 
The result of the special case a = TI/2 is also compared with the 
other flow models in figure 4. F o r the special case a = TI/2, we 
deduce from equation 98 the expres sion which can be readily integrated 
after the expansion for small a is made ; the final result i·s 
(100) 
which is the special case already noted by Wu (17). 
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PART II. A PERTURBATION THEORY FOR UNSTEADY CAVITY FLOWS 
7. General Theory 
It is assuITled that for the tiITle t < 0 a steady, irrotational,two-
diITlensional cavity flow past a solid body has been established, the solu-
tion of which is assuITled to be given. Suppose now for t > 0 the solid 
body to which the cavity is attached is given a tiITle dependent sITlall dis-
turbance in such a way that the resulting flow reITlains irrotational, and 
the sITlall disturbance is characterized by a sITlall paraITleter ~K We shall 
establish a perturbation theory, of the first order in ~I fo r the result-
ing unsteady cavity flow; the perturbation is ITlade with respect to the 
basic steady cavity flow. 
Generally speaking, the physical space in a cavitating flow is 
occupied by a solid body, an air-filled cavity and the flow field under 
consideration. Consequently, the velocity potential of the basic flow, 
denoted by <P (x, y) (where x, yare the Cartesian coordinates in the 
o 
physical plane), will be a function defined only at points within the region 
of the basic steady flow. For the purpos e of later application, we shall 
assuITle that the function <po(x, y) can be extended analytically into the 
region of the solid body and the air-filled cavity in the basic flow. That 
such analytic continuation is possible has been deITlonstrated, for exaITl-
pIe, by ShiffITlan (26). 
Under the assuITlptions ITlentioned above it follows that fo r t> 0 
there exists in the flow fie l d a tiITle -dependent velocity potential, 
<p(x, y, t), which ITlay be expanded as 
(lOla) 
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where <po(x, y) is the "extended velocity potential" of the steady basic 
flow, <p (x, y, t) is a function of x, y and t but independent of E . T h e 
I 
necessity of constructing conceptually the analytically extended velocity 
potential is quite clearly seen froITl equation lOla in which the function 
<p (x, y, t) is defined for all poin ts, pos sibly with the exception of a 
finite nUITlber of isolated singular points, of the unsteady flow region 
whose boundary is a function of t and therefore, in the course of tiITle 
it ITlay cross into the region of the solid body and the air-filled cavity of 
the original steady basic flow. If <p (x, y) we re not extended, 
o 
equation 1 could only be held valid over the pa rt of the unsteady flow 
field which is in COITlITlon with the original steady basic flow region and 
the probleITl of defining <p(x, y, t ) would becoITle conside.rably .. coUl -
plicated. 
Since both <p(x, y , t) and <p (x, y) are harITlonic functions of 
o 
x , y, and since E is an arbitrary sITlall paraITleter, it follows that 
<p (x, y, t) ITlust also be a harITlonic function of x, y. In a similar way, 
I 
we shall as sume, for the purpose of later application, that <p (x, y, t) 
I 
has also been analytically extended, at fixed tiITle, into the instantaneous 
region of the solid body and the cavity. 
For the convenience of derivation, instead of using the Cartesian 
coordinates (x , y) the intrinsic coordinates (s, n) of the extended 
steady basic flow will be used in the fo llowing formulation, where s is 
the distance measured along a streamline in the b asic flow and n 
is the distance measured norITlal to a streamline such that on the cavity 
boundary it is directed into the flow as shown in figure 10 . By using 
this coordinate s y steITl equation lOla becomes 
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dlts , n. , t ) = &,($,(1.. ) + E& , (S , n. , t) +O(E') . (lOlb) 
The pressure field of the resulting flow, p(s, n, t). is related 
to the velocity potential through the Bernoulli equation which may be 
written in the form 
(102) 
where p is the density of the fluid under consideration, p and q are 
c c 
the cavity pressure and the constant speed of the fluid particles on the 
free surface of the cavity in the basic flow respectively. By use of 
CJrp 
o 
equation 101b and the property that an = 0, we have 
and 
(104) 
Using the results of equations 103 and 104, we can write equation 102 as 
(105) 
which gives the pressure field of the perturbed flow. 
The boundary conditions of the problem are as follows: 
(i) There are two boundary conditions at the free surface of the 
cavity, the kinematic boundary condition and the pressure condition. To 
express the kinematic boundary condition, let us denote the deviation of 
I 
the perturbed free surface of the cavity, Sf' from that of the basic flow, 
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(106) 
where s is measured along Sf and Sf is given by n = 0 (see figure 
10). Then, the kinematic condition that the fluid particles on the f re e 
surface will remain on it requires 
-;;!2 = E [ d &2 e;-t. + "d-f. J 
o n oS "s CI t on S 1 f (107) 
By using the expansion of cp in equation 101b equation 107 becomes 
where 
acp 
o 
an = 0 has been used. Since 
on S 1 f 
cp (s, n) is the "extended 
(10 8 ) 
velocity potential" of the basic flow, we 
o a CPo 
may write the value of as 
on S 1 as f 
( )f<.) ECT~DF 0 [d (::lao,] ~ = ~ + E-fl. (S , t ) dfl ~
S ' S S ~ 5 f 
acp 
using the notation qc = (Ts) S ' 
f 
or, 
Simila r ly, 
.. 
+ OCE.') 
By using equations 109b and 11 0, equation 108 can be written as 
+ 0 CE') 
Retaining first order in E, we have 
(109a) 
(109b) 
(110) 
(Ill) 
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on Sf 0 ( 112) 
The pressure condition on Sf' is stated by the assumption that 
the cavity pressure will be maintained at the same constant p , that is 
c 
From equations 105 and 113, it follows that 
on S' f 
on S' f 
(113) 
( 114) 
8<p 8<p 
By expanding (Tf""fJ and (---at) about their values at Sf and using 
s S' S' 
equation 109b, equatfon 114 gives f 
(115 ) 
Retaining the first order terms in E, we have 
( 116) 
The vorticity, /;" of a steady two-dimensional flow can be expressed in 
terms of the intrinsic coordinates as [cfo Ref. (27)] 
(117) 
where R IS the radius of curvature of a streamline at a point considered, 
and n is in the direction of increasing Ro By the assumption of irrota-
tional flow and making use of equation 117, we can write (cf. figure 10) 
(118 ) 
where R f represents the radius of curvature of Sf" Substituting 
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equation 118 into equa tion 11 6, we obtain 
'1: -I,. (s tJ = Q d Il. + ,#j), Rf . Ie '<Is (fi t ( 119) 
which represents the first order pressure condition on the pe r turbed 
free surface. 
Equations 112 and 1 19 are the two conditions on the cavity free 
boundary . It is of interest to note that, if q/ /Rf is regarded as an 
equivalent gravitational acceleration and if the s - coordinate is recti -
linear, then these two conditions are in the same form as those in the 
classical water wave problems. Thus, the centrifugal acceleration 
qc Z / R f here plays the role of gravity in producing surface waves on the 
curved cavity boundary. , 
Furthermore, it is noted that h can be eliminated from equa -
tions 112 and 119, thereby we obtain a single boundary condition contain -
ing <p only. 
1 
8q 8q 
Since both (Ts ) and (¥) are zero, we may first 
Sf Sf 
normalize q to unity and then pe r form the operation of substitution, 
c 
giving 
~ _ " . ( d + d)2. fl (Q.&, (d d ) 
<In.-"'-f ~ ~ "<, + tIS.; oS q~ <Q, 
Dividing equation 120 by Rf' we obtain 
which is the free surface boundary condition of " 
1 
on Sf.(120) 
_0 
We may also express equation 121 in a complex variable form. 
To do so, we shall choose the compl ex velocity potential of the steady 
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basic flow , f (z) = cp (x, y) + i tP (x, y), 
000 as the spatial independent 
variable, in tenus of which the first order complex perturbation 
ve lo city potential, f (z, t) = cp + i tP , will be expressed. 
1 1 1 
The intro-
du ction of f (z, t) is justified by the reason that cp is a harmonic 
1 1 
function of (x, y) as mentioned previously. Since both cp and tP 
o 0 
are functions of x and y, and therefore, functions of sand n, so 
we can express the operators 
(122) 
(123) 
But, 
"d1f; 
d $ - 0) (124) 
and 
(1 25) 
where the upper sign will be used when the local positive n -direction is 
at 900 counter-clockwise from the local positive s-direction, and the 
lower sign will be used when the positive n-direction is at 900 clockwise 
from the positive s-direction. Substitution of equations 124 and 125 into 
equations 122 and 1 23 gives 
-<L 
oS (ddJo) d -~~ (126) 
( 127) 
To expre s s R f , the radius of curvature of the f ree surface of the basic 
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flow, in complex variable form we note that 
_I = 
Rt (1 28) 
where e denotes the angle of the tangent to the free surface measured 
counter - clockwise from a fixed direction, say, from positive x-axis, 
and the 1= sign will be chosen so that the right - hand side of the last 
equation is always positive. It is worthy to note that on Sf both the 
signs in equations 128 and 125 are inte rrelated ; that is, when the uppe r 
(or lower) sign in equation 128 is required at a place on Sf' the corre -
sponding positive n-direction is at 900 counter-clockwise (or clockwise) 
from the positive s-direction at that place . This is the result due to the 
assumption that the cavity pres sure is a minimum pressu e in .the flow 
field* and due to the convention we adopted for the positive directions of 
sand n (see figure 10). Also, we note that, since the speed of the 
fluid particles on the free surface of the basic flow has been normalized 
to unity, the complex velocity on the free surface of the basic flow can 
be written as 
df. -i s IN, a! e ( 129) 
Hence 
9 = { lo'j W , (130) 
Substitution of equation 130 into equation 128 gives 
_, _ . (-.L) dw, 
R
f 
- ~ {. W, d s ( 1 31 ) 
* Which implies that the streamlines of the basic flow are convex seen 
from the fluid. 
1 
which also implies that 
w 
o 
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dw 
o CfS IS purely imaginary on Sf" By the 
aid of the results obtained in equations 126, 127 and 131, and the rela-8q, 81ji 
1 
~ tion 8 ljil = we may write equation 121 in the following form: o o 
(132) 
or, 
(133) 
which is the free surface boundary condition expressed in complex vari -
able form . 
The result expressed by e quation 133 can also be obtained in a 
different way as shown in the Appendix in which the perturbation is 
applied not only to the velocity potential and pressure, but also to the 
positions of fluid particles. 
(ii) At the solid surface the normal component of the flow velocity 
relative to the moving boundary must vanish. This condition can be 
derived analogous to the kinematic boundary condition on the free surface. 
If we denote the displacement of the wetted side of the solid body from its 
steady position S by 
o 
n. EO ;3 (5,.\:. ) ( 134) 
where (s, n) are the intrinsic coordinates of the basic flow and s is 
measured along S f rom one end to the other (see figure 10), then the 
o 
boundary condition on the solid body can be described by 
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on r1.=€S(S , t ) . (135) 
After making use of equation 101 b and expanding the involved quantities 
about S , we have, up to the first order in E, 
o 
But, 
-~ 
d S 
on S 
o 
hence the boundary condition on the solid body can be written as 
'f-, 
where Q = /'0/).) 
IS I: oS oS 
. 
on S 
o 
( 136) 
(137) 
(138 ) 
(iii) At the point of infinity we require the perturbation velocity 
to vanish, or 
!~~I I -- 0 as \2\ __ 00 (139) 
Also, the applied disturbance cannot induce a source or sink at infinity; 
that is 
i d~ I r""'-1 'H. a2 = o } (140) 
r 
where r 1S a countour around the point of infinity. Furthermore, from 
Kelvin's theorem on the conservation of circulation, the perturbed un-
steady motion cannot, for any finite time, result in a net vortex at 
infinity; that is 
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for (141 ) 
Equations 140 and 141 can be co:mbined to give 
(142) 
This co:mpletes the for:mulation of the perturbation theory. 
8. Gene ral Methods of Solution 
In view of the co:mplexity of the boundary condition on the free 
surface, the details involved in solving the proble:m for:mulated above 
will depend on the basic flow and hence will differ for each individual 
case. An outline of the general :method, however, can still be given . 
• Since the wetted side of the solid body together with the free surface of 
the basic flow for:m a strea:mline, say, .I, = 0 
'1'0 ' then, by the aid of the 
f -plane it is always possible to transfor:m the whole flow field into the 
o 
upper-half of a certain s-plane such that the strea:mline ~ = 0 coin -
o 
cides with the real axis of the s-plane. With the boundary conditions 
expressed in the for:m of equations 133, 138 and 142, the solution of f 
1 
can be obtain in the s-plane by applying either of the :methods described 
below: 
1 (i) If the solid body is a flat plate, the quantity 
w 
o 
will be purely real on it. Then, by applying the operator 
on both sides of equation 138, we get 
on S 
o 
(14 3) 
( 144) 
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where g(f , t ) is a known function. With the boundary conditions on 
o 
the free surface and the solid body expressed in the form of equations 
133 and 144 a Hilbert problem can be constructed in the s-plane by the 
method described in section 2, Part 1. The solution of the so constructed 
Hilbert problem will lead us to a second order linear partial differential 
equation with variable coefficients, the solution of which gives f. 
1 
(ii) For a solid body arbitrary in shape, we express the free 
surface boundary condition in the form 
LUI] = d~·EfKItF ( 145) 
where G(f , t) is an analytic function of f, continuous in t, whi ch 
o 0 
is real for f on the basic flow free boundary but is otherwise nknown 
o ... 
a priori. The solution of equation 145 gives both the real and imaginary 
parts of f on the free surface with G as an unknown function, which 
1 
together with the other boundary conditions may be expected to deter-
mine f (f , t) uniquely. 
1 0 
9. Surface Waves on a Hollow Vortex 
This relatively simple problem was chosen to demonstrate the 
application of this general theo r y to a ve r y special case; this applica-
tion is partly meant for the verification of the complicated expression 
of the free surface boundary condition, since the problem has already 
been solved by Lord Kelvin (28) in a completely different way (the solu-
tion is obtained by making use of the axial symmetry of the basic flow 
field) . 
The basic flow is an irrotational, circulating motion about a 
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point, say z = 0, as cente r. The free surface will be denoted by 
Jz J = a on which the speed of flow is normalized to unity. The velocity 
potential can easily be seen as 
( 146) 
and therefore, 
W. ( l J ( 147) 
The transformation 
maps the entire basic flow in the hodograph w -plane J Jw J < 1, into the 
o p 
upper half- of the t;,-plane (see figure 11). 
The solution of the perturbation flow is obtained by using the 
first method of solution stated in the last section. The boundary con -
ditions of this problem are 
Re {Uf,]} = 0 on 
f~{D \ = 0 as 
and 
+ 
'L = 0 all ~ 
\2 \ --, 0<> , 
( 149) 
( 150) 
(151 ) 
where the operator L is defined by equation 143 and r is a contour 
around the puint of infinity, or t;, = i. A particular solution of the 
above boundary value problem is 
L U,] = o. (152) 
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The complementary solution can be written as 
00 
Ltf,] - L tcIIEtFE ~-iKt- c:mEDR+~/Dg; (153) 
n= - 00 
where c (t) are unknown functions of t. In order to satisfy equations 
n 
150 and 151, that is, to satisfy the condition 
f ~oEDp-<K/z 
I , 
as (154) 
it is necessary that 
c" = 0 for yt ~ 0 . (155) 
But, IL[f ] 1 < 00 at w = -1 , or, at z;, = 00, so we must have 
1 0 
C,,- = 0 for n. ? O. (15 6) 
Therefore, the solution of the boundary value problem is 
L (+,1 == o. (157) 
From equations 146 and 147 , we have 
I dw. < 7.dT. = ().. ;. (_1_ d w, ) 0, d T• w, df. 
(158) 
d .(. l 
) 
~ IT > (). 
Substitution of these expressions into equation 157 gives 
(159) 
Since f (z, t) should be regular everywhere outside Iz 1= a, we may 
1 
write 
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(160) 
Substituting equation 160 into equation 159 gives 
00 
L o} (161 ) 
or, 
( 162) 
where dot represents the differentiation with respect to t. The solu-
tion of the last equation is 
where a are constants. Finally, we have 
n 
00 
L [ ;t (r'\. -t frl)-c b £- (I'\. - rn:)t. J _,_ , an e + n. e z" 
where the constants a and b can be determ.ined by appropriate 
n n 
(16 3) 
initial conditions. The result given in equation 163 agrees with that 
obtained by Lord K elvin (28 ). 
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APPENDIX 
The free surface boundary condition as expressed by equation 133, 
Part II, may also be obtained by considering perturbations of both the 
velocity potential and the positions of fluid particles. Let z =x + iy 
000 
denote the position of a fluid particle in a two-dimensional,irrotational, 
steady flow (the basic flow), and let f (z ) = <p + i tjJ denote the complex 
o 0 0 0 
velocity potential of the basic flow. We as sume that at the time t = 0, a 
small disturbance is applied on the basic flow so that the resulting un-
steady irrotational motion may be considered as a perturbation of the 
basic flow. Then the position of a fluid particle and the complex velocity 
potential of the resulting flow may be written as 
l. + E Z, (>'_ , ':]_ , t ) + 0 c.E.') ( 163) 
and 
( 164) 
where E is a small parameter, and both z and f are independent of 
I 1 
E. Since both f(z, t) and f (z) are analytic functions of z, and E is 
o 
an arbitrary small parameter, it follows that f (z, t) is also an analytic 
I 
function of z. 
We denote 
p(x, y, t) = the pressure field of the resulting perturbed flow, 
w(z, t) = 8f(z , t)/8z = complex velocity of the resulting flow, 
Pc = cavity pressure of the basic flow, 
qc = constant speed of the fluid particles on the free surface of the 
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basic flow, which will be normalized to unity in the follow-
ing derivation. 
The Bernoulli equation may be written as 
...&. + I f T (165) 
where w(z, t) = the complex conjugate of w(z, t), R1 [8f(z, t)/8t}= real 
part of 8f(z, t)/8t. 
There are two boundary conditions on the free surface of the cavity; 
they are (i) that the pressure is prescribed to be the constant value Pc' 
and (ii) that during a small time interval a fluid particle originally on the 
free surface will remain on it. To express the pressure condition we put 
p(x, y, t) = p in equation 165, giving 
c 
J t (It,(i ,t )] 
"2 W(l, t) w (1 , t J + Re l -ct. f 2. (166) 
on the perturbed free surface Sf'. In the foll owing, we shall proceed to 
express the quantities in equation 166 in terms of the basic flow and the 
perturbation variables. From equations 164 and 163, we can write 
wn,t ) 
dt.(t-.) -+ c r aF.(l •. t)+ d'f.(i, ) ." ( t)] + 0 L>- ) ~ c; or. dl." "" 1<",:), , ("" 
(167) 
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and, 
Subs titution of equations 167 and 168 into equation 166 leads to 
+ ERe [;i' J = + 
where Zo is evaluated on the free surface of the basic flow, S f" 
Retaining the terms of the first order in E and using the relation 
(168) 
(169) 
[w (z ) w (z )]S = q 2 = 1, we obtain the pressure condition on Sf' as 
o 0 0 0 f c 
o for fo on Sf) (170) 
or, 
["") r a+' d.,t.) -L- Z E~ 'j t) dwA. ) 
r- e L df, I,', 0, df. 
for fo on Sf· (171) 
To express the kinematic boundary condition (ii) stated previously, we 
may use the relation dz/dt = w(z, t) when evaluated on S( In the 
following derivation, instead of using the form of equation 163, it will be 
more convenient to wri te the position of the perturbed free surface in the 
z. '" Z. + EO I, (S.,t ) + OC(;') 
61 
where Zo IS the position of a particle on Sf' and s IS the arc length 
o 
measured along Sf in the flow direction . Then, 
d:2 h. dl,(S.,t) +0(/ ' ) K = <rt + E dt co [ ~gs dl!.] , W.(?.) + E -;IS. a; + W + aCE >. (172) 
Since along Sf' 
a 
as 
a 
= ar 
o 
and 
ds 
o 
cit 
o 
= q = 1, hence by using equation 167, we obtain the kinematic 
c 
boundary condition on Sf' as 
dz -aZ,"dl "-at = w,n.) + t E~ + at') + a (6 ) 
(173) 
or , 
for fo on Sf' (174) 
where use has been made of the relation [w (z ) w (z )]S = 1 . 
o 0 0 0 f 
Substitution of equation 174 into equation 170 gives 
for f on Sf (175) 0 
which can be rewritten as 
(*. + it) ct, -+ w,l.) + dt, a for f on Sf (176) ~= 0 
62 
+ Int egrating the last equation from t = 0 to t with f held fixed, we 
o 
obtain for fo on Sf 
t 
- [ ?r.) (f, + W . t, )Jt. + [ t. (t.. t ) -t W o l,d., t )] 
o' 
(177) 
where T denotes the complex conjugate of f. By denoting 
1 1 
or, 
t 
H =) ( f,+w.t,)dt , 
o· 
oH 
'd t. - L + lNo Z, 
we obtain for fo on Sf the result 
(17 8a) 
(l78b) 
(179) 
Since it is not possible to have a pressure jump across a free surface at 
any time we must have 
for fo on Sf . (180) 
Furthermore it is obvious that 
for fo on Sf' (181) 
whence 
f f t) = _ ( d \-\ + d ~ ) ,<. , ~ ~ for fo on Sf . (182) 
63 
From equations 178b and 182 z can be expressed in terms of H as 
1 
for fo on Sf . (183) 
Substituting equation 183 into equation 171 we have 
d"", - r. r 
r :rr; [d H a - ) 1 + ) I ") t l } "Re ~ -=;r+-(H+H :::;-r+?"t =0 \ w. di' Clio QT. for fo on Sf . (184) 
As pointed out in equation 131 that 1 
w 
o 
dw 
o 
~ is purely imaginary on Sf' 
o 
therefore equation 184 reduces to 
for fo on Sf . (185) 
We now eliminate H by differentiating equation 185 with respect to 
fo on Sf . and t respectively, thereby we obtain 
Re l )2[, + d~·fK + ~ K4r d'j:i + d (' dW' ) "dH ., df." ~fK~t w. f . ~ df. w. · dT. ~ J =0 
for fo on Sf ' (186) 
and 
for f 
o 
(1 8 7) 
Adding equation 187 to equation 186 and using equation 182, we obtain 
for fo on Sf . (18 8 ) 
From equation 185 we can deduce for fo on Sf the relation 
r<e I.:L (_' . d W . ) d H J = df. w. lft, .f. [ 
d \ dw. 
P.e ilf.( w.dr,) (')+, + () f, )] 
I dw, ~ CI t 
'IN. 0df. • 
(189) 
64 
Substitution of equation 189 into equation 18 8 glVes 
I dw. 0+'1 wKK£rtK~ o 
for fo on Sf ' (190) 
which is the free surface boundary condition obtained in equation 1 33, 
Part II. 
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